
CPE Writing

Model Composition 
 Part 2: Neutral Article

An international ecology magazine has invited readers to contribute an article to a
special  edition  entitled  Ways  to  save  our  planet.  Write  an  article  outlining  the
(1)environmental  measures  you  think  should  be  taken  by  (1a)individuals  and  by
(1b)governments and (2)evaluating their chances of success.
(UCLES Objectives pg 174) (280-320 words)

International magazine:   Not your peers (informal). Not a group of experts (formal)
                                         You are not asked to describe personal experience.
                                         You have to elaborate on some general ideas. And you have
                                         to evaluate the chances of success. 
                                         So, you need to have a NEUTRAL style of writing.

  PLAN

Eye-catching title

Introduction  : Hold readers 
                          attention

Body §A  : (1a) What the
                   individuals should do

Body §B  : (1b) What the 
                 governments should do

Conclusion : (2) The chances of
                       success

CHECKLIST

What Style of writing should you adopt?

⃣ Informal / Chatty
⃣ Neutral
⃣ Formal / Impersonal

Content: 

⃣ Number what you have to do.
⃣ Make sure you have answered to all the questions

Language: 

⃣ Advanced vocabulary
⃣ Complex grammar structures
⃣ Appropriate for the style (Informal-Neutral-Formal)

Organisation: 

⃣ Eye-catching title
⃣ Introduction: Make the reader curious to find out
⃣ Conclusion: Give your reader food for thought
⃣ Main Body: Have paragraphs with clear topic sentence 
⃣ Wide range of connectors & cohesive devices
⃣ Hold your readers attention throughout the article
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Governments Set the Framework & their Citizens Paint it Green!

Would it not be nice if citizens worked in tandem with their administration? Is it so
difficult  to  imagine  a  world  where  people  care  for  the  environment  and  their
governments assist them in their efforts? It seems that this imaginary situation can
turn into a luring reality if we start making small, feasible and practical steps.

(Direct questions + Conditionals to hold the reader’s attention)

Each and every one of us can take on the challenge to reduce our carbon footprint.
Take transportation, for instance. It  may sound impossible to abandon our private
vehicles and walk to work.  But what  about setting as a goal  to park our car  ten
minutes away from our destination? In this way we will easily find a parking spot, we
will start walking on a daily basis and we will alleviate the burden of traffic in central
locations. So,  we kill ‘three’ birds with one stone! Another seemingly insignificant
but equally consequential act would be to reduce our domestic trash. How? By fixing
our broken devices instead of disposing them. By stitching up our worn out clothes.
By reusing -as much as possible- plastic bags and other containers before eventually
recycling them.

(What the individuals can do)
(imperatives, questions, exclamation marks, repetitive patterns: we will..  By..)

These  small steps can become a  huge leap forward once they are endorsed by the
government. Our humble efforts to take up walking can become a mainstream means
of commuting if  the authorities extend the pedestrianized streets in the cities and
when  the  municipality  makes  sure  that  the  existing  pavements  are  kept  clear  of
obstacles. Reusing and recycling will take off if citizens have a financial incentive in
order to reduce the amount of rubbish they dispose in landfills. 

(What the governments can do)
(use of  metaphors: steps..  leap..  take off..)

When John Lenon was singing: “You may think I am a dreamer but I am not the only
one”, he meant that dreams become realities when they prompt laypeople to make
practical changes in their everyday life. There is no doubt that a little bit of walking
in  well  maintained  pavements  and  an  economic  reward  for  reducing  domestic
garbage are simple steps with enormous impact that can easily be implemented. So,
lets start now!

(A take home message: Lets start now making small changes)

(343 words)
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Features of NEUTRAL style in the model above:

- No use of 1st person “I”

- Use 2nd person ‘you’
- It directly addresses the reader 
- Use imperatives
- Use rhetorical questions
- Use of punctuation to link sentences
- Analogies and metaphors


